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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
In which order do LogicalHandlers and SOAPHandlers configured
on a Web Service endpoint execute on an incoming message ?
(Choose one)
A. LogicalHandlers in the order specified in configuration are
executed first and later the SOAPHandlers specified in the
order get executed
B. All the handlers are executed in the reverse order specified
in the configuration.
C. All the handlers are executed in the order specified in the
configuration
D. SOAPHandlers in the order specified in configuration are
executed first and later the LogicalHandlers specified in the
order get executed
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
How can a designer add a field to the form that will trigger a
workflow when it is clicked on?
A. Add a field of type Form Action and attach a workflow to its
action
B. Add a field from the Components pane and attach a workflow
to its action
C. Add a field of type Form Field and attach a workflow to its
action
D. Add a field of type Data and attach a workflow to its action
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which statement is true regarding the workload management
dispatcher?
A. The workload management dispatcher monitors non-DB2 work
performed in fenced mode processes such as fenced stored
procedures.
B. The workload management dispatcher monitors the allocation

of CPU resources between service classes on a system.
C. The workload management dispatcher monitors work performed
by applications or middleware products that perform a portion
of their work outside of the DB2 database manager.
D. The workload management dispatcher monitors work performed
by entities executing in the DB2 system service class.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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